Initial thinking on how adaptive processes shape the genome was modeled by Maynard Smith 57 and Haigh (1974) , who demonstrated that a beneficial mutation favored by natural selection 58 will increase in frequency within a population. Linkage disequilibrium in the flanking region 59 of a selected allele will result in a characteristic valley of diversity around the selected variant, 60 known as a hard selective sweep (Kaplan et al. 1989 ; Stephan et al. 1992 ). Selection on 61 recessive variants, variants contributing to the standing genetic variation in a population, and 62 partial sweeps (Hermisson and Pennings 2005; Teshima and Przeworski 2006) typically have 63 weaker effects on linked sites, but empirical studies suggest that such selection is the most 64 abundant mode of adaptation in recent evolution in both Drosophila melanogaster (Garud et 65 al. 2015) and humans Hernandez et al. 2011; Schrider and Kern 2017) . 66 Furthermore, polygenic adaptation describes how selection acts on standing genetic variation 67 across the many loci contributing to a quantitative polygenic trait leading to a new phenotypic 68 optimum by way of modest allele frequency changes across these loci (Pritchard and Di 69 Rienzo 2010; . Although this mode of adaptation would respond very 70 rapidly to changes in the selective environment, it would not necessarily lead to fixation for 71 any one variant . 72
Modes of adaptation are not mutually exclusive, and the genomic signature that results will be 73 dependent upon factors such as the genetic architecture of the trait, standing genetic variation 74 available within this architecture, effective sizes of standing haplotypes, and population 75 demography. By exploiting population genetic signals, researchers are increasingly able to 76 detect the underlying modes of selection, from initial sweep scans that identify valleys of low 77 diversity resulting from hard sweeps, to various recent developments to detect and 78 differentiate between soft and hard sweeps ( whose history of long-term, single-trait, bi-directional selection from a common founder 87 population affords us the opportunity to dissect the genomic selective-sweep signatures of 88 strongly selected loci (Figure 1) . 89
Here, we utilize the Virginia body weight chicken lines to investigate the genomic impact of 90 selection. These lines were established in 1957 from partially inbred White Plymouth Rock 91 chickens (WPR). Two lines (high weight selected: HWS; low weight selected: LWS) were 92 selectively bred for divergent body weight at 8 weeks of age with the breeding regime 93 structured to minimize inbreeding and minimize the stochastic fixation of alleles that could 94 affect small breeding populations (Siegel 1962; Marquez et al. 2010 FST cutoff = 0.953 (95% percentile of FST values in generation 55). Windows with FST greater 183 than this cutoff were used to limit the number of candidate regions due to drift. Windows with 184
FST values above this cutoff were clustered into differentiated regions when they were less than 185 100 kb from one another (custom R scripts). Clusters with less than 2 SNPs or less than 100 kb 186 were removed from the dataset to retain only the stronger candidate regions. Mean and median 187 heterozygosity were calculated for each line within each differentiated region. We used the 188 Approximately 28% of the nucleotide positions within this region were highly divergent 244 between HWS and LWS at generation 55. In total, 10,148 from 36,934 sites had differences 245 between the lines in allele frequency that were greater than 0.9. This level of divergence 246 implies that the long haplotype fixed in LWS is unlikely to be present in the HWS at 247 generation 55, likely because it has been selected out. 248 We checked for the presence of a known insertion that has been previously associated with 261 increased body weight in other chicken populations (Jia et al. 2016 ). By examining the soft-262 clipped reads (S3 Figure) , we observed that this variant also segregated in our population 263 within the short region fixed for divergent haplotypes in both LWS and HWS (approximately 264 50 kb in length; GGA1: 169,370,000-169,420,000). Contrary to the expectation that this 265 insertion would dominate in the HWS line, it was instead present on the long haplotype fixed 266 by generation 40 in LWS, and entirely absent in HWS. Furthermore, this insertion is linked to 267 the LWS allele of SNP marker rs14916997, which was associated with low body weight (Zan 268 et al. 2017) . 269
To identify candidate linkages and thus other potential functional variants, the growth1 QTL 270 was evaluated for further sub-haplotype fixations. In the nearby region (GGA1: 169,950,000-271 170,220,000), the HWS and LWS were also fixed by generation 55. Bounded by these two 272 highly differentiated regions are 15 annotated genes (S1 Table) , with 8 missense mutations 273 (S2 Table) . One missense mutation with predicted (SIFT) deleterious effect was present in 274 HWS, located within the sixth exon of Ribonuclease H2 Subunit B gene (RNASEH2B), as 275 well as the small (18 bp) deletion in LWS at GGA1: 169,407,811, which was absent from 276 HWS. 277
278

DISCUSSION 279
Candidate selective sweeps were often polymorphic in one of the selected lines 280
Within highly differentiated candidate selective sweep regions, we observed that an extended 281 haplotype was often fixed in one line while multiple haplotypes continued to segregate in the 282 other, thus resembling a duality in these sweep signatures. These patterns are likely to be 283 shaped by the intensity of selection on the locus, as well as the haplotype frequencies that 284 were present in the base population. For example, haplotypes with equal but opposite effects 285 present at the same frequencies at the onset of selection would be expected to result in 286 relatively equal lengths of fixation (homozygosity) in both lines, and thus a high FST. This 287 pattern was observed only a few times (Figure 3) , and thus appears to have been a relatively 288 rare event. More likely is that the haplotypes in the founder population had different effect 289 sizes and were present at different frequencies when selection was initiated to develop the The Plymouth Rock is a relatively modern breed; first exhibited in mid-19 th century as the 313 pioneer barred variety from which the White Plymouth Rock variety was later developed 314 (Smith 1921) . The exact contributions of breeds into Plymouth Rock has been debated, but 315 likely originated from crosses of Dominique, Black Java, and Cochin (Smith 1921) , with 316 potential input from Brahma (Howard 1907 Finally, if the recombination events occurred during the selection experiment, selection on the 358 recombinant haplotypes must have been strong in order to only retain them in the lines. Such 359 is unlikely given the highly polygenic genetic architecture of 8-week body weight and the 360 dilution of selection pressure across the many loci. Therefore, these haplotype mosaics most 361 likely represent recombinant founder haplotypes resulting from their population history, 362
including the formation of the WPR, mild inbreeding, and finally intercrossing (Figure 1) . 363
Positive selection of this long haplotype to fixation in the LWS, coupled with negative 364 selection for its removal from HWS, may serve as an explanation for why previous studies 365 have seen a transgressive effect on 8-week body weight for SNP markers within this region. This observation may be explained by alternative hypotheses; i.e. that this insertion: i) has an 387 effect also in our lines but is linked to another polymorphism with a stronger opposite effect, 388 ii) does not have an effect in our lines due to genetic background, iii) does not have an effect 389 at all, suggesting that earlier reports revealed association between this polymorphism and the 390 studied traits, rather than causation. Alternatively, as is often the case, the functional variant 391 may lie outside coding regions. Nevertheless, further work within this QTL region will be 392 required to fully characterized the functional variant responsible for the large difference in 8-393
week body weight in the Virginia body weight lines. 
